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Three sources of information

• Books, printed articles, theses, 
manuscripts, microfiche, 
photographs, etc.

• Websites, e-books, databases, 
images, digital audiovideo 
recordings, etc.

• Bibliographic information 
(metainformation)
– Once stored in hand-written or 

typed files or card catalogues
– Now almost invariably in electronic 

format



Part 1 –
Bibliographic Information



Building your bibliography – 
the options

• Keep lots of slips of paper

• Manually type everything into a computer file

• Use bibliographic software

• Programme your own bibliographic software

- bad idea



What is bibliographic software?

• Helps track and organize sources you've used
• Instantly formats references and bibliography
• Ensures accuracy and consistency
• Can import citation data from libraries and web 

services
– Minimizes need to type things in by hand

• Exports to word processing software
– And can often be used as an integrated part of such 

software



Endnote

• Probably the most 
popular desktop 
bibliographic 
software in UK 
universities

• Usually costs 
around £80

• Stores its 
database locally 
on your computer



Refworks

• Popular web-based 
bibliographic 
software

• Free at point of 
use

• Database stored 
on university 
servers



Why use bibliographic Software?

Pros -
• Standardised and 

customisable instant 
formatting

• Integrated with word-
processing software

• Integrated with online 
library catalogues

• Re-usable
• Saves time and hair
• Fewer things to worry 

about during thesis end-
game

Cons -
• Costs money (although 

may be bought centrally)
• Takes time to learn
• Not completely integrated 

with everything
• Can't guess page 

numbers, or access date 
of online materials

• May need to add 
references retrospectively



Standard Bibliographic Software

• There are six standard commercial 
bibliographic software packages

• Thomson publish three of these
– Endnote All priced around £160
– Reference Manager Student versions cheaper
– ProCite

• Refworks c. US $100 per year

• Bibliographix c. EU € 75

– A very basic cut-down version available for free

• Biblioscape Around $140 for standard version



Endnote vs Reference Manager 
vs Procite

• All are now owned by Thomson
• Endnote is the most popular

– Can store and cite images
– Can create lists of tables and figures
– Can construct documents with MS Word templates
– But no multi-user access

• Reference Manager offers multi-user access, but is 
not unicode compliant

• ProCite 'provides flexibility to manage special 
collections', but has no spell checker and is also 
not unicode compliant

Comparison adapted from Thomson’s own webpage: http://thomsonisiresearchsoft.com/compare/



Endnote Web version
vs. Refworks

Refworks
• Original Web-based 

system
• Can import and capture 

Web pages
• Duplicate checker
• Integrates with 

Blackboard VLE
• Unicode support
• Responsive support 

(when I tried!)

EndNote Web edition
• Launched to compete
• Full integration with 

EndNote desktop version
• Direct searching of ISI 

Web of Knowledge and 
PubMed

• Compatible with Word 
and RTF formats

• Toolbar can be added to 
Internet Explorer and 
Mozilla



Free Bibliographic Software

• BibTex – manual coding system to accompany LaTex

• Bibus – designed for use with OpenOffice or Word. Worth trying?

• JabRef – graphical interface for BibTex

• OpenOffice Bibliographic Project – in development. Major 
features expected to be added by mid-2009

• Pybliographer – for Lyx/Kile (LaTex editing)

• RefBase – well-featured multi-platform software. Worth trying?

• RefDB – for LaTex, SGML, and XML documents

• Wikindex – promising, but requires a Web server to be hosted

• Zotero – Firefox extension that captures citation information for 
online resources, allowing annotation and tagging



Part 2 –
Online Resources



Online resources

• More than just online journals and 
bibliographic databases!
– project / organisation websites
– collections of texts / online libraries
– image banks, sound recordings (including podcasts), 

and other multimedia
– datasets and statistics
– lecture notes, conference papers, theses, preprints & 

postprints
– news and discussion forums, email lists
– software
– gateways and portals



Full-text journal databases

• Many journals are now available in electronic 
format, often as part of larger services
– JSTOR
– Poiesis
– LION (Literature Online)
– Periodicals Archive Online
– Project Muse
– Blackwell’s Synergy
– Oxford Journals

• Very useful for full-text searching



Bibliographic databases 

• OCLC Firstsearch
– Combined database and library catalogue searching
– Includes ATLA religion database

– Includes WorldCat
– Some links to full text

• Zetoc
– British Library's journal index
– Over 20,000 journals
– 16,000+ conference proceedings

• Periodicals Index Online
• Philosopher’s Index 1940-2007



Electronic Library Catalogues

• COPAC
– searches holdings of 41+ research

libraries plus the UK National libraries

• The European Library
– Searches 47 national libraries of Europe

• The Library of Congress (US)
– Over 130 million items
– Will have stuff that your local library doesn't



Virtual libraries

• Most commonly collections of older out-of-
copyright texts

• Usually full-text
– Past Masters
– Perseus Project
– Columbia University Digital Texts Project
– Alexander Street Press Digital Libraries of Classic 

Protestant Texts and Catholic Reformation
– Early English Books Online (EEBO)
– Eighteenth Century Collection Online (ECCO)



Citations index

• Following citation trails is an excellent way to 
find relevant books and articles quickly.

• Arts & Humanities citations index
– Part of ISI Web of Knowledge
– Trace citations forward rather than back



Portals and gateways

• Portals and gateways are usually free
• Offer organised links to other resources
• Links can be hard to maintain

– Intute Arts and Humanities
• All resources selected and reviewed by subject 

specialists
• Links checked regularly

– Philosophy links
– Philosophy at Large



Encyclopaedias

• Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy
• Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
• Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
• Wikipedia

– Controversial, but not (usually) as biased or as 
inaccurate as imagined

– Do not cite in academic papers!



Part 3 –
Online Research



The Literature Review

• 1) Look for published books
– COPAC, The European Library, Library of Congress, 

WORLDCAT (OCLC firstsearch)

• 2) Look for published journal articles
– ZETOC, Databases available via OCLC firstsearch, 

subject-specific databases

• 3) Conduct Web searches
– Google, Intute, specialist services

• 4) Check relevant archives



Tips for your literature review(s)

• A literature review is not something you do only 
once
– the Internet has a habit of evolving

• Check all important databases
• Be methodical

– Keep track of which search terms you use in which 
database

• Use alerting services where available
• Remember: NOT EVERYTHING IS ONLINE

– Neither is everything available in print!



Things to bear in mind

• Databases are not all the same
– understand coverage & scope
– understand mechanics of searching

• What tools can be used when searching?
• How does the software select results?

• Databases change



Search Tactics

• Define your topic
• List some keywords/concepts
• Think of synonyms
• More/less specific keywords?
• Combine search terms
• Search multiple databases



New media, new problems

• Dangers of online resources
– Search engines are very ‘democratic’
– Extremely easy to self-publish
– No peer-review mechanism as such
– Good presentation no guarantee of academic 

expertise
– Great for conspiracy theorists, people (or groups of 

people) with a persecution complex, fanatics of all 
dispositions, and wind-up merchants

– Author qualifications can be misleading

• Online materials may be hard to cite
– may change or disappear at any time



New media, new problems

• More sceptical approach required
• Read the ‘about’ section of web sites
• Google search via domain name extension

– .ac.uk
– .edu

• Find resources via selective portals
– e.g. Intute
– Although bear in mind that these might not be 

comprehensive



Virtual Training Suites (VTS)

• The VTS tutorials are interactive guides to 
finding and assessing subject-specific online 
resources (http://www.vts.intute.ac.uk/)

• Guides to both Philosophy and Theology
– Include key Web sites
– Regularly updated



Part 4 –
Intute Arts & Humanities



What is Intute?

• Free database of academic websites
– 174,700 of them at present
– Over 2,000 for philosophy and religious studies

• Websites hand-picked by subject specialists
• The “Best of the Web”
• Nationally funded service distributed between 

several UK universities
• Formed from eight RDN hubs in 2006

– Humbul, Artifact, Sosig, Eevl, Altis, Biome, GEsource, 
PSIgate

• So why is it called Intute?
– Its unique – important on the Web!



Scope

• Caters for learning and research from FE to 
postdoctoral level
– Emphasis on HE resources

• Covers all academic disciplines
– Organised into four subject groups

• Primarily freely accessible websites
• EXCLUDES individual journal articles, although does 

include free online journals
• EXCLUDES academic and department sites without 

substantial content
• Generally excludes commercial sites



Why the need?

• What do academics look for in a resource?
– “Is the author genuine - or a nutcase?”
– “How comprehensive is the coverage?”
– “Authoritativeness, currency, quality of searching”
– “Who runs it, who contributes to content, theoretical 

orientation”
– “Relevance, reliability, trustworthiness”
– “Accessibility of information, design of site”
– “Is the material peer-reviewed?”

• Google cannot answer these questions



Building Your Bibliography 34/



Building Your Bibliography 35/



Building Your Bibliography 36/



Building Your Bibliography 37/



Building Your Bibliography 38/



Building Your Bibliography 39/

Additional Services

• MyIntute personalization service
• Virtual Training Suite

• Blog
• List of AHRC projects
• Index of free online

peer-reviewed journals
• Limelight special features
• People Index
• Events Calendar
• On this date; timelines; 

support materials



Building Your Bibliography 40/

MyIntute

• Select records from within Intute to add to your 
personal collection
– or enter urls of websites not included in the Intute 

Collection

• Set up a weekly email alert
– New records in your chosen subject area
– New records that match saved search terms

• Create dynamic reading lists and embed them 
in your own website



Building Your Bibliography 41/



Building Your Bibliography 42/



Building Your Bibliography 43/



Building Your Bibliography 44/



Intute and Google

Intute
• Selective and quality-

controlled
• Metadata searching
• Browse classifications
• Manually updated
• Alerts service
• Citation information
• Additional services

Google
• Comprehensive and 

'democratic'
• Full-text searching
• No browsing
• Automatically updated
• Alerts service



Integrating Intute into 
Bibliographic Software

• Intute is included in RefWorks by default
• Intute records are compatible with the Z39.50 

library standard
• The Intute catalogue may therefore be 

integrated with EndNote
• An ‘.enz’ extension file may be downloaded, 

which can be plugged into EndNote



That's it

• Any questions?

Contact details:

james.wilson@oucs.ox.ac.uk

http://www.intute.ac.uk/

mailto:james.wilson@oucs.ox.ac.uk
http://www.intute.ac.uk/
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